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Abstract

Nearly 35 years in the making, China’s population-control policies—including the recently reconsidered one-child policy and its replacement, the two-child policy—remain the world’s largest social and demographic experiment. As a result, China is now facing demographic disaster. The one-child policy and the subsequent two-child policy led to human rights abuses and helped fuel China’s serious sex ratio imbalance. China can, however, forge a better way forward. The U.S. should help China explore, and, ultimately implement, new, humane solutions to China’s current and prospective demographic challenges.

Nearly 35 years in the making, China’s one-child policy was the world’s largest social and demographic experiment. At its inception, Chinese policymakers claimed that after 30 years of implementation, the one-child policy would be reconsidered—possibly even rescinded.1

Facing a demographic collapse, China has reconsidered the one-child policy and replaced it with a two-child policy, a solution the Chinese claim will add an additional 30 million workers to the workforce by 2050.2 The transition to the two-child policy is expected to add 3 million births to the current 16 million Chinese births annually.3

China’s decision to shift from a one-child policy to two, however, may not have as large an effect as predicted, in large part because China’s demographic history, cultural trends, and foreseeable future have already been written by the one-child policy. In 2011, China’s working-age population—people between the ages of 15 to 59—began shrinking for the first time.4 China’s elderly population...
will increase 60 percent by 2020, even as the working-age population decreases by nearly 35 percent, resulting in a “demographic inversion.”

Studies suggest that as a direct result of the one-child policy, China’s annual projected gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate will likely decline from 7.2 percent in 2013 to around 6.1 percent by 2020.

Demographic inversion and macroeconomic slowdown are not the only negative side effects of China’s one-child policy. The elderly will have fewer children to care for them in old age, the sex ratio has been significantly skewed due to sex-selective abortion stemming from a cultural preference for boys, and economists reckon that China will get old before it gets rich. The Chinese people have already been subjected to significant human rights abuse resulting from the policy, including forced abortion, forced sterilization, forced marriage, and human trafficking.

Even the two-child policy will not enable China to avert the impending economic strain that will result from a smaller and aging workforce. It also cannot erase the painful past of human rights abuse. China can, however, forge a better way forward. The U.S. should help China explore, and ultimately, implement, new, humane solutions to China’s current and prospective demographic challenges that include eliminating coercive population-control policies. Such changes are not only in the moral interest, but also in China’s, and therefore, the global economic interest.

History of the One-Child Policy

China has a long history of artificially manipulating fertility. Under the reign of Mao Zedong, large families were encouraged. Mao manipulated family growth by outlawing birth control and conducting a large propaganda campaign encouraging women to have more children. The more children a family had, the more food rations and resources they received—aid that, in the midst of famine and economic strife, was much needed.

The impetus behind increasing the size of the population was not just to increase the size of the Chinese workforce, but as part of preparation for an all-out war with the West. Under Mao’s population policies, the Chinese population grew from around 500 million in 1949 to close to a billion in 1978.

The next generation of Chinese leadership under Deng Xiaoping saw the aftermath of a China ravaged by the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution, and assumed that China’s extremely large population was among, if not the major cause, of poverty and strife. According to Wang Feng, “The leaders who succeeded Mao Zedong after his death in 1976 tended to associate political legitimacy with birth control, as a paramount goal of increasing per-capita income hinged on the rising ability of the government to provide food, education and employment, and on limiting the number of people sharing in the fruits of economic growth. The one-child policy was seen as key.”

The one-child policy, however, was not the Chinese government’s first attempt at limiting the
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population. Adopting Malthus's central claim that agricultural production could never keep up with uncontrolled population growth, the Chinese leadership embarked on an ambitious attempt to curtail population growth in the early 1970s by implementing the “later, longer, fewer” policy. This policy required later marriages, longer birth intervals, and fewer children. Under this policy, birthrates dropped dramatically—from 5.8 children per couple in 1970 to 2.7 in 1979—just before the one-child policy was instituted.

The one-child policy was implemented as an attempt by the Chinese government to further reduce China’s population. The policy also sought to spur Chinese economic growth, diffuse what the Chinese saw as a pressing national security concern, and subvert unexpected social, economic, and environmental challenges.

Interestingly, the man credited with developing the one-child policy was neither a demographer nor an economist, but rather a multi-talented missile scientist: Song Jian. Combining cybernetics with Malthusian economic premises, he and his colleagues created a model that suggested that China had far exceeded its optimal population size.

[T]he Song group first performed calculations showing that the “ideal” target population 100 years in the future was 650 to 700 million (two-thirds China’s 1980 population of 1 billion). Despite its shaky basis, this target was crucial, for it implied that China had already exceeded its “carrying capacity,” that below-replacement fertility was imperative to achieve sustainability, and that the longer China waited for fertility to decline the more environmental damage it would sustain. The mathematics of optimization showed that the “optimal” fertility trajectory by which to keep population within that target was to reduce fertility rapidly to one child so that by 1985 all couples would have but one; maintain fertility at that level for the next 20 to 40 years; and then gradually raise it to replacement level of 2.1 children per woman. The solution was, in the Song group’s term, rapid one-childization (yitaihua) country-wide.

Thus, the one-child policy was eagerly adopted and implemented countrywide. The policy was inaugurated in 1979 in an open letter to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the Communist Youth League. Ironically, it was never made into law, but was instituted through a series of measures implemented by the CCP.

The population-control regime runs due to an integrated local and regional system ultimately controlled by the CCP, including a National Population and Family Planning Commission comprising more than 500,000 individuals devoted almost exclusively to implementing the one-child policy. Through a series of population-control workers, codified sterilization and birth allotment quotas, and a network of informants among the common population, the Chinese have engineered the equivalent of a “population control army.”

Those that violate the stringent requirements of the one-child policy are not only socially ostracized, but also face steep fines, possible demotion
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in their jobs, and other serious repercussions. Beyond financial constraints, many women are forcibly sterilized and are subjected to immense social and political pressure to abort their child. Although China has transitioned from a one-child policy to a two-child policy, the heart of the policy remains the same: the government, not individuals, decides family size. And Beijing uses coercive, often brutal, methods to impose its dictate.

Why the Two-Child Policy Will Not Work

Among experts, calling for China to eliminate the one-child policy were proponents of a two-child policy, a strategy piloted in some of the rural areas in China. Historical analysis of birth rates in areas where China already tacitly implemented a two-child policy found a disturbing trend: an incredibly skewed sex ratio for second, third, and higher order births. Gender ratios were already skewed under the one-child policy. Analysis of 2010 census data shows that the sex ratio for only children was 114 boys for every 100 girls. Recent studies based on China’s 1990 census suggest that manipulation of the gender of the second child and higher order births skewed the sex ratio as much as 120 boys for every 100 girls born. Hence, the two-child policy has the potential to further skew gender ratios.

Now China has a population with an estimated 33 million more men than women. This has led to a phenomenon that many call the “bare branches”—or Chinese men that are increasingly violent, restless, and unable to find wives. This phenomenon has contributed to human trafficking of women as mail-order brides from surrounding countries in Southeast Asia and North Korea. The negative cultural and societal impacts of China’s sex-ratio imbalance are also likely to continue (if not increase) under the two-child policy—especially if sex-selective technologies remain in use.

The two-child policy is no less draconian than the one-child policy. In fact, the two-child policy previously implemented as a pilot project in Yicheng County placed even more stringent requirements on the permissible marriage age and requirements for birth spacing than the one-child policy. The architect of the two-child policy in Yicheng, Zhongtang Liang, apparently took his cues from the predecessor to the one-child policy: the “later, longer, fewer” policy.

One scholar described Liang’s stringent framework that influenced the two-child policy implemented in Yicheng:

(1) at least 30 per cent of couples should have one child only; (2) urban women should marry at 25 on average, and space births by eight years; (3) rural women should marry at 23, and wait ten years before having their second child; (4) third or higher-order births were not allowed.

Studies suggest that fertility rates in Yicheng were actually lower than the Chinese average: 109 births for every 1,000 couples, as opposed to the national average of 112 per 1,000 couples in the rest of China. This is very similar to the results from later, longer, fewer policies. The finding also corroborates Chinese preferences for fewer children,
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which experts contend is attributable to the inex- 
tricable link in Chinese propaganda between wealth 
and having fewer children.

Chinese citizens have been told for years that 
having only one child is ideal. A flip of the switch in 
government policy will not immediately transform 
people’s thoughts on family size—as has been sug-
gested by recent polling and data that demonstrate 
Chinese fertility preferences for only one child.27 
Additionally, Chinese who desire additional chil-
dren often consider it cost prohibitive under present 
economic conditions. Hence, the two-child policy 
is unlikely to resolve demographic challenges, but 
will still be accompanied by the heavy handed and 
oppressive population control apparatus that exacts 
human rights abuse against the Chinese people.

The Yicheng experience is informative. Although 
the Chinese government has only begun to lay out 
the specifics of its plan to implement the two-child 
policy nationwide, it is not entirely unlikely that 
it will be modeled after Yicheng. Even more tell-
ing, Liang, the architect of the two-child policy in 
Yicheng, has in fact abandoned his original two-
child policy proposal and instead believes that Chi-
nese families should be able to make their own deci-
sions about fertility.28

If China nationalizes the Yicheng precedent, Chi-
na’s two-child policy may not have any real impact 
on birth rates compared to the one-child policy. But 
even if the two-child policy leads to some increase in 
fertility, there are still long-term economic impacts 
from the one-child policy that cannot be immedi-
ately overcome by the government’s transition to 
two children. In either case, it is important to under-
stand China’s experience with its one-child policy.

**Short-Term Economic Impacts of the One-Child Policy**

The one-child policy has impacted China’s econ-
omy in several different ways—some of which China 
is already experiencing, others of which China will 
almost certainly experience in the future. Decipher-
ing and understanding correlation and causation 
related to the one-child policy is a difficult, yet not 
impossible task.

Economists have found that the one-child policy 
offers a few short-term benefits, including increased 
household savings and debatable, but still relevant, 
improvements to individual treatment and value 
placed on only children.29 Other studies have found 
that the implementation of the one-child policy cor-
related with an increase in life expectancy and a 
decrease in mortality.30

However, some of these benefits, especially a 
decline in mortality, may not be linked only to the 
one-child policy, but also to improvements in Chi-
nese health care availability, for example. Other ben-
efits, including increases in household savings and 
improvements in child education, are likely at least 
in part the result of the one-child policy.

Between 1979 and 2009, China’s economy aver-
aged a 10 percent annual growth rate, and some econ-
omists project China to quadruple its GDP by 2030.31 
Economic benefits derived from the demographic divi-
dend, or the “increase in the proportion of the working 
age population in the total population and a decline 
in the dependency ratio,” as a result of the one-child 
policy may have enabled China to reap certain short-
term economic benefits and rapid economic growth.32

Many of these benefits, however, will be short-
lived, and will later yield to more severe and negative 
economic and demographic outcomes.
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Long-Term Economic and Demographic Impacts

The long-term impacts of the one-child policy are known. Without a significant recalibration of the policy, China’s youth population will continue to decline, its labor force will continue to shrink, and China’s elderly population will significantly increase.

Even if Beijing were to eliminate its coercive policies today, Chinese economic growth would still decline in the 2020s, because the next generation’s working-age population is already so small. As a result of the one-child policy, Credit Suisse predicts China will experience a four million–six million person labor shortage each year during the 2020s, reaching its height of 6.2 million in 2024 and declining after that.

The size of the Chinese workforce will decline rapidly as the population ages. Some studies predict a drastic outcome: a Chinese population one-half the size of its current population by the end of the century. Roughly every 30 years, the elderly, as a percentage of total population, will increase in relation to the declining number of babies born. If current projections are any indication, China’s elderly population will increase by 60 percent between 2010 and 2030, as the working-age population decreases by nearly 35 percent.

Economist and demographer Nicholas Eberstadt, explains this explosion of the elderly population:

In 2010, about 115 million Chinese were 65 or older; by 2030, the corresponding number is projected to approach 240 million—meaning that China’s cohort of senior citizens would be soaring at an average rate of 3.7% per year. Over just those twenty years, the fraction of Chinese 65 or older is set to double from 8.6% to 17.2%.

There are a number of unforeseen costs associated with a Chinese society dominated by the elderly. Chinese society is now stratified in a 4-2-1 family structure—four grandparents, two parents, and only one child. In Chinese culture, the primary caregiver to the elderly is the family. This is even codified in the Chinese constitution. With so few children to care for parents and grandparents, the burden is significant.

The Chinese do not have a national public pension system and China’s welfare and social security equivalents are underdeveloped. Chinese persons that receive pensions are typically privileged and former employees of state-owned enterprises. Chinese grandparents, particularly those living in rural areas, are limited by their societal status through the hukou system, which prevents individuals from permanently leaving their province of residence and, therefore, changing the welfare package they receive.

Thus, government assistance is limited, and unprepared to provide for a rapidly aging population. One study suggests that “if aging brings with it higher pension costs, this will lead to fewer low income jobs, wage depression, slowing economic growth and job creation, declining interest from foreign investors, lower entrepreneurship and higher budget deficits.”

A smaller, aging workforce will affect the health of China’s economy. Projected GDP growth rate is
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driven by three factors: labor, capital, and total-factor productivity. The one-child policy has affected two of these three factors by reducing the labor supply and inadvertently decreasing the ratio of working-age population to the elderly population.

The dependency ratio bottomed out around 2010 at 44 percent, but is forecast to rise to 75.3 percent by 2040—and to a stratospheric 90.7 percent by 2050. (A higher percentage means more working-age people are required to support people not of working age.) This implies that by mid-century, approximately 1.1 working-age people will be supporting just one non-working-age person.

In the absence of the one-child policy, the dependency ratio would become significantly smaller starting around 2020. Without the one-child policy, the dependency ratio is estimated to reach 56 percent in 2035, 16 percentage points below current estimates.

Due in large part to the one-child policy, the working-age population is expected to drop by approximately 200 million between 2015 and 2050. As a result, China’s annual projected GDP growth rate will likely decrease from 7.2 percent in 2013 to around 6.1 percent by 2020.42

These unintended consequences of the one-child policy outweigh the short-term benefits experienced by the limited opening of the demographic dividend, if for no other reason than that the Chinese are missing out on their most valuable asset: the Chinese people.

**China Without Coercive Population Policies**

Research confirms that the one-child policy will have negative long-term ramifications, but few studies have examined what China’s economy and demographics could have been like had the one-child policy not been implemented.

Heritage Foundation economist William T. Wilson applied a fertility model to estimate how China’s birth control policies would have impacted the nation’s demographic profile if the one-child policy had never been implemented. To simulate what China might have looked like, the fertility rates of three other middle-income East Asian developing countries—Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand—are averaged for each year.

The research found that assuming China’s fertility rate had averaged that of Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand, China’s population would be 326 million people larger in 2015 (approximately 1.7 billion versus today’s actual 1.37 billion). China’s National Population and Family Planning Commission claims the one-child policy prevented more than 400 million births. The 326 million figure is roughly equal to the 400 million figure.

China’s government has traditionally used the 400 million figure to legitimize its continued implementation of coercive policies. If a population boom

occurred without the policies, officials fear that China would return to a Mao-like state, thereby increasing poverty rates, and reducing China’s ability to provide for an increased population size.

According to Heritage analysis, however, the preferred fertility rate in China has dropped significantly, making post-coercive population-control policies unnecessary. Polling has shown that Chinese couples’ preferences before the one-child policy may be quite different than fertility preferences now. Many Chinese prefer to have only one child due to the immediate financial burdens associated with having a child. Additionally, artificial drivers, like Mao’s food incentives based on family size, no longer exist, so the likelihood that a massive boom would occur seems unlikely.

Even if China’s population were to explode after rescinding the one-child policy, the poverty experienced during the Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution under Mao are not primarily attributable to growth in population size. Rather, this economic strife was fueled by poor communist policies, including agricultural collectivization and economic repression, which, in turn, resulted in mismanagement of food and monetary resources.

Indeed, the Chinese government did not need to implement coercive population control policies at all, and should not continue its deadly, discriminatory, and harmful experiment. Without the one-child policy, the overall fertility rate for China would have likely followed the same trajectory of many other countries over the past three decades, declining close to what it is today. Instead, the Chinese government chose to artificially manipulate its population, trampling on the rights of its citizens, and creating the conditions for a country with age and sex ratios that are much more skewed than they otherwise would have been.

The one-child policy has led to a population today that is not only markedly elderly, but also much more masculine. The combination of a cultural preference for boys, combined with Draconian population-control policies, has led to a significantly skewed gender imbalance. In 2015, China’s estimated male population exceeded its female population by 51 million. More critically, among the current child-bearing population (20–39), young males outnumber their female counterparts by 17 million.

China’s unprecedentedly skewed gender-ratio imbalance and dependency ratio will have real consequences for the Chinese family structure and has already led to humanitarian challenges.

Human Rights Impacts of One-Child Policy in China

Coercive enforcement of the one-child policy has perpetuated some of the worst human rights abuses in the world, causing untold physical and emotional suffering for women and men throughout China. As discussed above, the recent announcement that
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China will move to a two-child-per-couple policy will not end the tight control that government officials maintain over the number, spacing, and legality of births in China. The fear, however unfounded, is that China would experience a population boom.

“A large population is China’s basic national condition so we must adhere to the basic state policy of family planning,” warned Wang Peian, vice minister of the National Health and Family Planning Commission, at a December 2015 press conference on the new policy.45 Regrettably, that “basic state policy of family planning” has included use of brutal and draconian enforcement mechanisms. Although China technically prohibits violations of the “legitimate rights” of its citizens, family-planning officials routinely use forced abortion, involuntary sterilization, and intimidation tactics to ensure compliance with population policies.

According to the 2015 Annual Report of the U.S. Congressional-Executive Commission on China (CECC): “Many provincial-level population planning regulations explicitly instruct officials to carry out abortions, often referred to as ‘remedial measures’ (buiju cuoshi), for ‘out of plan’ pregnancies, with no apparent requirement for parents’ consent.”46

While there are reportedly about 23 million abortions performed in China each year, there is no authoritative estimate of how many forced abortions, sterilizations, and other coercive measures have occurred in China since the beginning of the one-child policy.47 As with other instances of human rights abuses in China and elsewhere, foreign commentary and research relies on reports from Chinese and other media, as well as eyewitness accounts from those who have escaped the often oppressive state. A few examples of such coercion from the past few years include:

- **Forced abortion.** In late September 2013, 20 family-planning officials broke into the home of Liu Xinwen. After detaining her husband, officials dragged the six-month pregnant woman to a hospital for a forced abortion. Before Liu’s husband could find her, officials forced her to sign a consent agreement for the procedure and injected her with an abortion-causing drug. The child was delivered stillborn two days later.48

- **Coercion of ethnic minorities.** In December 2013, four Uyghur women were reportedly forced...
to undergo abortions. One of the women, who was six months pregnant, delivered a living baby boy following an injection of an abortion-inducing drug. Despite attempts by the child’s father to get the baby medical care, the boy died an hour after his birth from the abortion-inducing drug family-planning officials had injected into his mother. Although the Uyghurs, as an ethnic minority, are subject to more relaxed population-control policies (allowed three children if they reside in rural provinces and two if they live in cities) they still face coercion and forced sterilization for exceeding birth limits.49

- **Unwarranted detention.** In November 2014, family-planning officials allegedly detained Zhang Younglin, her husband, and their 10-month-old child for failing to pay a 140,000 yuan ($22,365) fine for having a third child. Another man who also lived in the village was detained at the same time for failing to pay a penalty for his third child. After negative media coverage about the detainments, the officials in charge were suspended and local police began an investigation into the incident.50

- **Coerced sterilization.** In January 2014, more than 20 government officials in Yuqing, Guizhou province reportedly dragged Tan Kaimei to a local family-planning office, where she was forcibly sterilized against her will and in contradiction to her doctor’s recommendations. She now suffers from extreme pain and difficulty walking, which she attributes to the unwanted and medically unnecessary sterilization procedure.51

Other punishments, the CECC has noted, include “job termination, expulsion from the Communist Party, destruction of personal property, [and] arbitrary detention.” These and other human rights abuses have continued even after Chinese officials announced the first relaxation of the one-child policy to allow couples where both parents are only children to apply for a second birth permit.52 For instance, in May 2015, international media reported that a five-month pregnant Chinese woman, who had been given a birth permit for a second child, was later told by officials that she would lose her teaching position unless she aborted her unborn child.53 Only after widespread public outcry did government officials rescind the “termination of pregnancy” order and allow the woman to give birth to her second child.54 In order to monitor the local population and stay within birth quotas, local family-planning officials subject married and single women to periodic pregnancy tests. Pitting neighbors, family members, and co-workers against each other, officials also reportedly rely on informants to alert them when a woman is pregnant with an out-of-plan birth.55

Mei Shunping, a victim of five forced abortions, described her time as a factory worker in China where routine checkups for women were used to guard against unlawful pregnancy. “When discovered, pregnant women would be dragged to undergo forced abortions—there was no other
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“choice,” Mei testified before the U.S. House of Representatives in 2011. “We had no dignity as potential child-bearers.”

Couples or single mothers who manage to escape the careful watch of officials to have a child without a birth permit face high “social maintenance fees,” sometimes totaling more than one or both parents’ annual income. In some localities, officials have also denied household registration to children born without birth permits. Without such identification, individuals face great difficulty obtaining health care, pensions, housing, and other welfare benefits.

The merciless implementation of the one-child policy is also affecting other basic rights, like free speech and free association, as evidenced by the detention of human rights activist Chen Guangcheng. Before his arrest in 2006, the blind, self-taught lawyer had held meetings with members of the Linyi community, recording heart-wrenching stories from women forced to undergo third-trimester abortions, men sterilized against their will, and individuals tortured and harassed because a family member was pregnant with an unauthorized child. According to Chen’s records, during a six-month period, officials performed more than 130,000 forced abortions and sterilizations in Linyi alone.

When he attempted to publicize his findings and seek justice for some of the victims of China’s family-planning regime, Chen was immediately arrested. After four years in prison and another year and a half under house arrest, he dramatically escaped in 2012 and eventually found asylum for himself and his family in the United States. Chen is one of many brave individuals who have attempted to stand up to China’s ruthless family-planning machine, but one of only a few who have escaped to tell of the government’s gross human rights violations.

“This brutality and these crimes against women and their families have wrought irrevocable physical, spiritual and psychological harm. Many families have lost hope and ended up broken,” Chen testified before Congress in April 2015. Such harm is likely to continue even under the newly tweaked population-control rules. The Chinese government reportedly began implementation of the two-child policy on January 1, 2016. While the Standing Committee of China’s National People’s Congress eliminated the requirement for couples with fewer than two children to obtain a birth permit, the details of enforcing the continued population-control policy were left to local provincial governments.

If current regulations in many Chinese provinces are any indication, it is likely that coercive enforcement will continue. As the U.S. State Department Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2015 notes, the majority of provinces in China still explicitly or implicitly require forced abortions of women who are believed to have violated family-planning policies.

With no plans to disband its large army of government population-control officials, the Chinese government seems intent on maintaining a strong and coercive grip on couples and families. As Nicholas Eberstadt explained in a December 2015 hearing of the Congressional-Executive Committee on China:
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Beijing is not relinquishing its claim that the state, rather than parents, is the proper authority for deciding how many children China’s families may have. Instead, the Chinese Communist Party is merely preparing to recalibrate the limit that it will impose on its subjects. By all indications, the sorts of ugly human rights violations that other witnesses will be describing here this morning—up to and including criminalizing out-of-quota pregnancies and forcibly compelling abortions against the will of the mother—will still be very much part and parcel of China’s population policy agenda.

By disregarding the human dignity and fundamental rights of the Chinese people and tipping the country’s population toward troubling demographic trends, the country’s coercive population-control policies are hindering China from becoming a free and prosperous society.

One-Child Policy and China’s Shortage of Women

Coupled with a strong cultural preference for sons, the one-child policy has helped lead to significant gender imbalances throughout China, the effects of which could have long-lasting consequences for the country’s stability and national interests.

Skewed Sex Ratios. The natural ratio of males to females at birth ranges from 103 to 105 baby boys for every 100 baby girls. Statistics that deviate from that ratio suggest human intervention to eliminate a particular sex. Declining fertility rates, cultural and legal systems that favor men, and the advent of prenatal sex-determination tests and sex-selective abortion all fuel gender imbalance. For those and other reasons, sex ratios at birth in a number of primarily Asian countries have begun to tip toward boys. China, unique for its long-standing and coercively enforced population-control policies, has reported some of the highest ratios of males to females at birth in the world.

The country’s official sex ratio at birth in 2014, the latest year available, was 115.2, meaning there were approximately 115 boys born for every 100 girls. While the sex ratio at birth has declined slightly over the past few years from an all-time national high of about 118 boys for every 100 girls, China still boasts one of the world’s most extreme ratios. Gender imbalance is apparent throughout most of China, with some provinces having reported an imbalanced ratio of boys to girls as high as over 126 to 100.

The Chinese government prohibits “non-medically necessary” sex-selective abortion and has, at times, cracked down on illegal sex-determination testing. But many couples still rely on the practice, facing pressure from family and friends to ensure that what is likely to be their only child is a boy, since the government so tightly controls family size. “Persistent emotional pressure, estrangement from the extended family, threat of abandonment or divorce, verbal abuse, and domestic violence often overpower women who otherwise would choose to keep their daughters,” explains Reggie Littlejohn, President and Founder of Women’s Rights Without Frontiers, an organization working to expose the human rights abuses of the one-child policy.

China’s population-control laws have not, in themselves, caused the country’s devastating gender imbalance, and the full impact of the one-child policy on Chinese demographics is difficult to ascertain. Yet, many researchers believe the one-child policy has played a role in exacerbating the country’s skewed sex ratios. Despite a centuries-long preference for boys,
Chinese sex ratios appeared relatively normal in the 1970s and early 1980s. In 1982, just a few years after the policy’s implementation, the sex ratio at birth in China was already 108.5 to 100, and climbed to a high of nearly 120 over the next three decades. Such a sharp increase in the number of boys at birth following implementation of the population-control policy suggests a causal link between the population-control rule and China’s current shortage of females.

The government has even reinforced the devaluation of female children through its implementation of, and subsequent changes to, the one-child policy. In 1984, Chinese officials began allowing rural families whose first child was a girl to have a second child, expressly because the government was taking “into account the difficulties (such as shortage of household labor) of peasants who have one daughter.” While sex ratios for the first child in many rural areas are closer to normal, those for the second and third children are grossly skewed. According to one study of the Chinese 2005 intercensus, rural provinces exhibited sex ratios at birth of second and third children reaching as high as 146 to 157 boys for every 100 girls in some provinces. A separate analysis of the broader 2010 Chinese census data, likewise, shows sex ratios of second-order and third-order births of 130 and 161, respectively.

The consequences of such deadly discrimination, fueled by the one-child policy, are serious and could mar China’s future social progress.

“Bare Branches” and Increased Violence. As a result of decades of choosing boys over girls, about 17 million young women (ages 20–39) are “missing” from China’s population. The flipside of that shortage of women means that for a roughly equal number of young men now coming of age, it will be difficult to find spouses. By some estimates, as much as 25 percent of Chinese men in their late 30s could be unmarried by 2040, compared to only about 5 percent in 2009.

While the consequences of so many bachelors are difficult to predict, tens of millions of men being demographically prohibited from settling down into the socializing institution of marriage may not bode well for China’s social stability and national interests.

Many of those unmarried men, colloquially referred to in Chinese as “bare branches,” are likely to be unemployed and undereducated, as their more affluent peers will have had the means to attract wives from a limited number of women. Often facing scorn from a culture that encourages marriage and continuation of family lineage, “bare branches” can suffer from increased rates of depression, suicidal thoughts, and aggression.

According to some researchers, an excess number of unhappy and hopeless bachelors could lead to greater social conflict and violence in China. As Andrea den Boer, a lecturer at the University of Kent, and Valerie Hudson, professor at Texas A&M, explain:
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A surplus of 40–50 million bachelors throughout the mid- to late 21st century will have a significant effect on China’s stability and development as a nation: Male criminal behavior drops significantly upon marriage, and the presence of significant numbers of unmarriageable men is potentially destabilizing to societies. In the case of China, the fact that a sizeable percentage of young adult males will not be making that transition will have negative social repercussions, including increased crime, violent crime, crimes against women, vice, substance abuse and the formation of gangs that are involved in all of these antisocial behaviors.83

Den Boer and Hudson surmise that the rising ranks of bare branches could lead the Chinese government to take even more authoritarian action to maintain relative social peace.

**Trafficking, Bride Commoditization, and Adoption Abuses.** China’s shortage of potential wives, fueled by the coercive one-child policy, has led to an increasing demand for females. In turn, this demand is fueling increased sex trafficking, bride commoditization, and forced marriages.

As the 2013 State Department *Trafficking in Persons Report* notes:

The Chinese government’s birth limitation policy and a cultural preference for sons, create a skewed sex ratio of 118 boys to 100 girls in China, which served as a key source of demand for the trafficking of foreign women as brides for Chinese men and for forced prostitution. Women from Burma, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Mongolia are transported to China after being recruited through marriages brokers or fraudulent employment offers, where they are subsequently subjected to forced prostitution or forced labor.84

It is difficult to determine just how many women are trafficked into China for forced marriages or prostitution. The CECC cites reports that foreign women from Cambodia, Laos, Mongolia, Myanmar (Burma), North Korea, Thailand, and Vietnam were trafficked into China over the last reporting year. According to reports from the Chinese government, more than 5,800 trafficking victims from Vietnam alone have been identified since 2008, most of whom were sold in China.85 By some reports, Vietnamese girls and women are regularly sold for up to $5,000 to enter forced marriages or prostitution.86

Severely restrictive birth limits in China, combined with a preference for sons, has also led to baby kidnapping, infant trafficking, and fraudulent adoptions. In January 2015, for instance, Chinese news outlets reported that police had arrested more than 100 individuals suspected of running an infant trafficking ring across multiple provinces. Police found trafficked children living in squalid conditions in a former hospital building and, in Shandong province, one gang was suspected of housing pregnant women specifically to sell their infants after birth.87

There have also been reports of family-planning officials abducting children born without birth permits and illegally selling them to orphanages.88 Some parents, unable to pay the high social maintenance fees for having an out-of-plan child, have attempted to sell their child to adoption brokers.89

Saving Girls by Eliminating the Two-Child Policy

Reversing China’s gender imbalance and alleviating the inevitable consequences for the country’s civil society will not be easy. Eliminating the country’s coercive population control policies would be a good first step. Indeed, the freedom to have more than two children is not only a basic human right, it is integral to a balanced population.

Merely “relaxing” the one-child policy to a two-child policy, however, is unlikely to rectify China’s gender imbalance. As discussed above, even within those families who are currently permitted to have more than one child, the sex ratios for second or third births are still skewed.\(^90\) China can learn a lesson from Vietnam, which has seen its sex ratios at birth precipitously out of balance over the past two decades, as the government more broadly enforced a two-child-per-couple policy and did little to crack down on illegal sex-selective abortions. Plagued by similar cultural pressures to choose sons over daughters, even Vietnam’s less stringent population-control policies have placed the country in danger of overtaking China as the country with the worst sex imbalance.\(^91\)

There is some hope. During roughly the same time period that Vietnam’s two-child policy has helped skew sex ratios in that country, South Korea has been able to turn around its gender imbalance. In addition to legal and cultural changes that have increased the rights and status of women, researchers note that enforcement of a ban on sex-selective abortion and an absence of stringent population-control policies have placed the country in danger of overtaking China as the country with the worst sex imbalance.\(^91\)

The same long-term results may be possible in China—if the government eliminates its coercive policies and more strictly prosecutes doctors who perform sex-selective abortions.

U.S. Involvement in One-Child Policy Through UNFPA Funding

The human rights violations stemming from the one-child policy should be of grave concern to the United States, not only because it strips the Chinese people of their basic freedoms, but also because the U.S. may be financially complicit in the policy’s enforcement through continued contributions to the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA).

As a founding member of the UNFPA, the United States began sending taxpayer dollars to the family-planning organization in 1969. And through much of the following decade, the U.S. was one of the top contributors to the UNFPA, at times agreeing to match other governments’ contributions.\(^93\)

In the early 1980s, however, investigative reports delivered to Congress provided evidence that China’s newly enacted one-child policy was being coercively enforced through forced abortions and involuntary sterilization.

In response, Congress sought to prohibit funding to any organization abetting Chinese family-planning officials by passing the Kemp–Kasten Amendment. First enacted in 1985 and included in every foreign appropriations bill since, the amendment gives the President the authority to withhold federal funding from any organization that “supports or participates in the management of a program of coercive abortion or involuntary sterilization.”\(^94\)

What followed was a decades-long argument over whether the UNFPA would continue receiving U.S. contributions.

Under Presidents Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush, using the Kemp–Kasten Amendment, the U.S. withheld contributions to the UNFPA. Funding was then reinstated under President Bill Clinton (except for fiscal year (FY) 1999). In 2002, the U.S. Department of State, under President George W. Bush, conducted a study of the UNFPA’s role in China’s population-control program writing, in part:
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The PRC’s [People’s Republic of China] coercive law and practices amount to a “program of coercive abortion” and are an integral part of the comprehensive population-control program that PRC officials at all levels of government work to advance. Regardless of the size of UNFPA’s budget in China or any benefits its programs provide, UNFPA’s support of, and involvement in, China’s population-planning activities allows the Chinese government to implement more effectively its program of coercive abortion.

UNFPA provides millions of dollars in financial support for PRC family-planning activities in the 32 counties in which it operates. These outlays include expenditures for equipment such as computers and data-processing equipment designed to strengthen management capacity at the county level, surgical and other medical equipment and project vehicles. Although such equipment has legitimate uses, it also facilitates the imposition of social compensation fees and the performance of abortions on those women who are coerced by the social compensation fees to undergo abortions that they would otherwise not undergo.95

For FY 2002, the State Department cited the Kemp–Kasten Amendment as reason to withhold funding from the UNFPA. The State Department’s report was in addition to private, independent investigations in 2001 that showed the UNFPA programs supportive of China’s family-planning policies.96 President Bush continued to prohibit funding to the organization under Kemp–Kasten for the remainder of his terms in office.

Towards the end of the Bush Administration, the State Department completed a final investigation into the UNFPA’s activities in China, again concluding that U.S. dollars should be withheld from the organization. The over 260-page report, transmitted to Congress on June 26, 2008, reads in part: “[B]y providing financial and technical resources...to the National Population and Family Planning Commission and related [Chinese government] entities, UNFPA provides support for and participates in the management of the Chinese government’s program of coercive abortion and involuntary sterilization.”97 The same report further stated: “[A]ll UNFPA programming related to contraception and reproductive health incorporates, and defers to, Chinese law and regulation. The national law and the provincial regulations are a framework for China’s coercive birth policies.”98

Yet, in 2009, without providing evidence that the UNFPA had ceased cooperation with Chinese officials in implementation of the one-child policy, President Barack Obama announced his Administration would again approve reinstating funding to the family-planning organization.99 Since then, Congress has appropriated over $220 million in taxpayer funding to the UNFPA, with the most recent appropriation providing $35 million to the organization.100

As detailed in a 2009 report published by the UNFPA, the organization has maintained a close working relationship with the Chinese government since the UNFPA started working in the country in 1979, particularly with the National Population and Family Planning Commission that oversees enforcement of the one-child policy.101 Indeed, in December 2010, Vice Minister Zhao Baige for the


National Population and Family Planning Commission reportedly offered “thanks to UNFPA for its constant support to China’s population and family-planning undertakings during the past thirty years and more.”

The UNFPA claims to have helped change the government’s policy on birth spacing in some Chinese counties and “looks forward to working side-by-side with the Chinese Government in addressing current and emerging population and development challenges in its future programmes in China, in accordance with of the ICPD [International Conference on Population and Development] Programme of Action,” a U.N. agreement to promote voluntary family planning, among other things. Yet, the Chinese government still coercively enforces draconian population-control measures and repeatedly violates the very ICPD protocols the UNFPA claims to promote. Moreover, according to recent private investigations, at least some of the UNFPA’s “model birth control counties” in China, where the U.N. organization claims to be intimately involved, continue to use abusive tactics to ensure compliance with family-planning regulations. Testifying before Congress in 2012 on his organization’s investigations into five UNFPA model counties from 2009 to 2012, Stephen Mosher, president of the Population Research Institute, concluded, “the UNFPA is directly responsible for forced abortions and forced sterilizations in China.”

Supporters of U.S. contributions to the UNFPA point to conditions on U.S. funding that prohibit the family-planning organization from directly using any U.S. tax dollars for its programs in China. But, as a 2011 congressional report on such funding points out: “These approaches conveniently ignore the basic fact that money is fungible. Providing substantial new resources to an entity—even if ostensibly earmarked for a specific purpose—frees up organizational resources for unrelated (and objectionable) purposes.”

With sustained allegations that the UNFPA is complicit in violating the human rights of Chinese women and men, the United States should stop sending taxpayer dollars to the organization.

International aid is often better provided through private organizations where stakeholders demand transparency and accountability. Congress should eliminate all federal contributions to the UNFPA, and end that aspect of the United States’ involvement in China’s untenable family-planning regime.

The Real Problem

The real problem in China is not the size of its population, but China’s poor policies.

The population explosion under Mao was not, in and of itself, a problem. Rather, starvation and poverty during the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution were the result of poor policy. Specifically, by redistributing resources such as wealth and food, the government inflicted untold suffering on the Chinese people. Indeed, collectivization of fiscal, monetary, and food resources was the root cause of poverty and strife in China, as it has been in so many other communist and post-communist nations.

Unfortunately, Deng Xiaoping and others in the CCP failed to learn from Mao’s mistakes. This new era of leadership continued to take family matters into their own hands—first through the implementation of the “later, longer, fewer” policies, and then through the establishment of the one-child policy, and now the enactment of a two-child policy. These policy decisions were made with little or mistaken regard for the social, economic, and demographic impacts of the Chinese government dictating private, family matters.

In short, poor governance during the Mao era and beyond was the cause of Chinese economic, political, and social strife—not the Chinese people. Fortunately, resolving issues of poor governance are much
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simpler than massive social re-engineering. In fact, the Chinese have the power to change their economic future for the better by rescinding the two-child policy.

**Recommendations**

- **Create U.S.–China Working Groups to eliminate the two-child policy.** The United States and other governments should work together with their Chinese counterparts toward a complete end to the coercive population-control policies that are endangering China’s economic progress and violating human rights.

- **Use all diplomatic means to address human rights abuses under the one-child and now two-child policies.** Until such time as Chinese authorities have eliminated the two-child policy, U.S. public officials—at all levels of the federal government—should highlight reports of coerced abortion, forced sterilization, and other abuses committed under China’s brutal population-control programs. The attention of Western media and U.S. aid organizations and other non-governmental organizations has at least caused the Chinese government to investigate and punish family-planning officials for some of the more grotesque human rights abuses. U.S. officials should refrain from inadvertently condoning the two-child policy.107

- **End U.S. contributions to the UNFPA.** Congress should eliminate all U.S. funding to the United Nations Population Fund as long as the organization continues to aid the Chinese family-planning program. The President can also use his authority under the Kemp–Kasten Amendment to end federal taxpayer contributions to the UNFPA.

**Conclusion**

China has the ability to change its economic future for the better by reversing the two-child policy. Indeed, it is in the best interest of the Chinese people, the Chinese economy, and the Chinese government to do so.

If Beijing chooses to rescind the two-child policy, the U.S. and China should work together to formulate and enact policies that address the economic impact of demographic dislocation through ever greater market liberalization.

Economic liberalization, not population control, is the key to unleashing China’s full economic potential. Poor policies have hampered the Chinese economy before, and they can do it again.

While it is difficult to estimate the precise impact of a complete elimination of the two-child policy, it is possible to predict with some degree of certainty the state of the Chinese labor force and the impact that a shrinking labor force will have on China’s economy if the two-child policy remains in place. Thus, Beijing has a decision to make—does China continue down a path that will almost certainly hamper its long-term economic growth, or pursue reform by rescinding the two-child policy and forge a new way forward? China, for the good of its people as well as its long-term economic stability, should choose reform.
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